7 DEMONSTRATION FARMS AND
TRAINING CENTRES
AXIAL LTD
Axial Ltd is one of the largest
Hungarian owned agricultural
machinery importer (excl. Claas,
Fendt), distributor and service
supplier. The company created
the so called "AXIÁL for the
Future’s Professionals" program
that serves theoretical and
practical education of the
craftsmen, as well as high level of
cooperation with several secondary schools and institutions of higher education, and with our
suppliers.

PROTEUS GOLD LTD.
Proteus Gold Ltd. (Lipót Bakery) is country wide
bakery chain company owing more than 200
franchised shops in Hungary and abroad. The
company believes that through traditional
recipes its products live up to the quality
standards necessary for satisfying its honoured
customers. The revamped Lipóti Bakery in Lipót
now awaits its customers equipped with a glass
gallery, where visitors can gain insight into the
bakery factory’s technological background while
holding freshly baked pastry and steaming coffee
in hand. Find out how the original Lipóti bread is
made, learn the tricks of the trade, and see what a devoted, humble effort it is to produce quality
handmade bread.

ÓVÁR TEJ LTD
Óvár Tej Ltd. is a dairy product manufacturing company
established in 1903 by the Hungarian Royal Dairy Station
and the Hungarian Dairy Experimental Institute. The
company produces different types of disc- and squareshaped cheese (e.g. Trappista, Edam, Gouda, smoked
cheese and light Óvári Tilsiter, etc.) based on the Hungarian
cheese-making processes and by the most up-to-date
technique ensuring first-class quality. The factory has long
connection
and cooperation with the Faculty of Agricultural and
Food Sciences enabling students and researchers to
study and work in practical conditions.

“TROUT CIRCLE”
“Trout Circle” Nature-protective Association (Eco-park) was created in 1998 with the aim of
deepening people’s knowledge and love for nature and to foster sustainable and healthy living
on our Earth. Their activities are complex: organizing nature-awareness canoetours and
watercamps; running nature school, ecopark, educational centre and hostel; planning and
creating of interactive exhibitions in connection with nature; organizing rubbish-collecting days on
land and on water; publishing of specialized books and brochures, etc. We will visit its educational
center, interactive exhibitions and active training sites.

